Abstract. The model checking of a counters system S often reduces to the effective computation of the set of predecessors Pre * S (X) of a set of integer vectors X. Because the exact computation of this set is not possible in general, we are interested in characterizing the minimal Number Decision Diagrams (NDD) [WB00] that represents the set Pre ≤k (X). In particular, its size is proved to be just polynomially bounded in k when S is a counters system with a finite monoïd [FL02], explaining why there is no exponential blow up in k.
Introduction.
Model checking infinite-state transition systems S often reduces to the effective computation of the potentially infinite set of predecessors Pre * S . More precisely, the safety model checking can be expressed as the following problem:
-Given as inputs an infinite-state transition system S and two possibly infinite sets X 0 and X of respectively initial states and non-safe states, decide if X 0 ∩ Pre * S (X) is empty.
Infinite sets. In order to effectively compute Pre * S (X), one generally needs to find a class of infinite sets which has the following properties: closure under union, closure under Pre S , membership and inclusion are decidable with a good complexity, and there exists a canonical representation. We are considering the Number Decision Diagrams (NDD) that provides an automata-based symbolic representation of some subsets of N m .
Infinite-state transition systems. We will focus on systems S with m integer variables and more precisely on counters systems with a finite monoïd (also known as finite linear systems [FL02] ), a class of systems that contains the reset/transfer Petri Nets [DJS99] , generalized broadcast protocols [EN98, Del00] , and all the counters automata. As this model is very general and powerful, the price to pay is the undecidability of reachability properties and in particular the sequence (Pre ≤k S (X)) k does not converge in general.
Our image computation problem. The characterization of the NDD structure that represents Pre ≤k S (X) in function of k is an important problem in order to effectively compute the exact limit Pre * S (X) or a "good" over-approximation:
-When there exists an integer k 0 such that Pre * S (X) = Pre ≤k0 S (X), the characterization can be useful in order to design an efficient algorithm that incrementally computes these sets. Recall that even if the convergence of (Pre ≤k S (X)) k is not guaranteed by the theory, in practice we observe that often, this sequence converges [Del00, BB03] and it often converges quickly [Bra, Bab] . Moreover, as soon as the set X is upward closed and S is a Well Structured Transition System [FS01] , the convergence is insured.
-When the sequence (Pre ≤k S (X)) k diverges, the characterization can be useful in order to design NDD specialized acceleration operators that computes the exact limit Pre * S (X) [BLW03, FL02] or an over-approximation [BGP99] . [FL02] . In [FL04] , the NDD Pre S (X) is proved to be computable in polynomial time in function of the NDD X for a large class of systems S that contains all the counters system with a finite (or infinite) monoïd. Moreover, the size of the NDD that represents Pre ≤k S (X) is proved to be polynomial in k when S and X are "defined in the interval-logic", a restrictive class compared to the sets that can be represented by NDD.
Our results.
1. We prove that the asymptotic number of states of the minimal NDD that represents Pre ≤k S (X) is polynomial in k for any counters systems S with a finite monoïd and for any set X represented by a NDD. 2. We show that the structure of the minimal NDD that represents Pre ≤k S (X) is similar to a BDD. That provides a new way for implementing a NDD library using all the BDD techniques for speeding-up the computation like cachecomputation, minimization in linear time, Strong canonical form, well-known in the field of BDD [Bry92] .
Plan of the paper. The structure of the minimal NDD that represents a set X is given in section 3. In the next one, the definition of counters systems with a finite monoïd is recall. The structure of the minimal NDD that represents Pre ≤k S (X) in function of k, is studied in the last section 5.
Preliminaries
The cardinal of a finite set X is written card(X). The set of rational numbers, non negative rational numbers, integers and positive integers are respectively written Q, Q + , Z and N. The set of vectors with m ≥ 1 components in a set X is written X m . The i-th component of a vector x ∈ X m is written x i ∈ X; we have x = (x 1 , . . . , x m ). For any vector v, v ′ ∈ Q m and for any t ∈ Q, we define
The set of square matrices of size m in K ⊆ Q is written M m (K). The element M ij ∈ K is the i-th raw and j-th column of a matrix M ∈ M m (K). The identity matrix is written
The set of words over a finite alphabet Σ is written Σ * . The concatenation of two words σ and σ ′ in Σ * is written σ.σ ′ . The empty word in Σ * is written ǫ.
w ∈ L} A deterministic and complete automaton A is a tuple A = (Q, Σ, δ, q 0 , F ); Q is the finite set of states, Σ is the finite alphabet, δ : Q × Σ → Q is the transition relation, Q 0 ⊆ Q is the set of initial states and F ⊆ Q is the set of final states. As usual, we extends δ over Q × Σ * such that δ(q, σ.σ
Number Decision Diagrams
Recall that there exist two natural ways in order to associate to a word σ a vector in N m following that the first letter of σ is considered as an "high bit" or a "low bit". In this article, we consider the "low bit" representation (even if the other one, just seems to be symmetrical, results proved in the paper cannot be easily extended to the other one). Let us consider an integer r ≥ 2 called the basis of the decomposition and an integer m ≥ 1 called the dimension of the represented vectors. A digit vector b is an element of the finite alphabet
We naturally define ρ(ǫ) = (0, . . . , 0).
Definition 1 ([WB00], [BC96]). A Number Decision Diagram (NDD)
A is a finite deterministic and complete automaton over the alphabet Σ r m such that:
, the set N m \X is represented by the NDD A = (Q, Σ r m , δ, q 0 , Q\F ). Recall that from any deterministic and complete binary automaton A, we can efficiently computes a NDD
Remark 2. Any Presburger definable set (a set defined by a formula in the first order logic N, +, ≤ ) [BC96, WB00], or any semi-linear set (a set equal to a finite union of sets of the form x 0 + p∈P N.p where x 0 ∈ N m and P is a finite subset of N m ) [GS66, Reu89] can be effectively represented by a NDD. Moreover, recall that a set is NDD-definable if and only if it is definable by a formula in the first order logic N, +, ≤, V r where V r is the valuation function in base r defined by y = V r (x) if and only if y is the greatest power of r that divides x [BHMV94].
In the remaining of this section, we characterize the minimal NDD that represents a subset X.
The equality ρ(σ.σ
x plays an important role. We are going to prove that X is NDD-definable if and only if the following set Q(X) is finite:
Remark that for any digit vector b ∈ Σ r m and for any q ∈ Q(X), the set γ −1 b (q) remains in Q(X). Hence, if Q(X) is finite, we can easily associate to a set X a deterministic and complete automaton A(X).
r m } is finite. The deterministic and complete automaton A(X) is defined by:
We are going to prove that A(X) is the unique minimal NDD that represents X.
Lemma 1. For any X ⊆ N m and σ ∈ Σ * r m , we have σ
The following theorem is really important because it proves that the structure of the minimal NDD that represents a set X can be obtained just by studying the sets γ −1 σ (X). Theorem 1. A set X ⊆ N m is NDD-definable if and only if Q(X) is finite. Moreover, in this case, A(X) is the unique minimal NDD that represents X.
Proof. Assume that Q(X) is a finite set. We are going to show that A(X) is a NDD that represents X by proving L(A(X)) = ρ −1 (X). By definition of
We have proved that A(X) is an NDD that represents X. Now, assume that X is NDD-definable and let us prove that Q(X) is finite. There exists a NDD A such that X is represented by A. Let L be the regular language accepted by A. As A is an NDD that represents X, we have
We deduce L = ρ −1 (X). As the minimal deterministic and complete automaton that recognizes L is unique, there exists a unique minimal automaton that represents X. Recall that the set of states of this minimal automaton is given by {σ −1 .L; σ ∈ Σ * r m }. From lemma 1, we deduce that Q(X) = {ρ(σ −1 .L); σ ∈ Σ * r m }. Therefore, Q(X) is finite and by uniqueness of the minimal automaton, A(X) is the unique minimal NDD that represents X.
⊓ ⊔
Counters automata with finite monoïd
The class of counters automata with finite monoïd finite (a.k.a finite linear systems [FL02] ) is a natural extension of some classes of models like Reset/Transfer Petri Nets [DJS99] , counter automata or broadcast protocols [EN98, Del00] . Recall that this class is also used as the input model of the accelerated symbolic model checker Fast [BFLP03] . Let us first provide the definition of a counters system.
Without any ambiguity, we also denote by f the function f : D → N m defined by f (x) = M.x + v for any x ∈ D. The composition of two NDD-linear functions is naturally defined by (
Definition 4. A counters system S (a.k.a linear system [FL02] ) is a tuple S = (Σ, f Σ ) where Σ is a finite set of actions and f Σ = {f a ; a ∈ Σ} is a finite set of NDD-linear functions.
For any word σ = b 1 . . . b n of n ≥ 1 actions b i ∈ Σ, the NDD-linear function f σ is defined as f σ = f bn • · · · f b1 . The NDD-linear function f ǫ is defined by f ǫ = (N m , I, (0, . . . , 0)). We denote by (D σ , M σ , v σ ) the NDD-linear function f σ . Like in [FL02] , we define the monoïd of S.
Definition 5 ([FL02]
). The monoïd multiplicatively generated by the square matrices M a is called the monoïd of S and written M S = {M σ ; σ ∈ Σ * }.
Definition 6. A counters system S such that M S is finite is called a counter system with a finite monoïd (a.k.a finite linear system [FL02] ).
Remark 3. The class of counters systems with a finite monoïd enjoys good properties that allow to easily accelerate the computation of the reachability set [FL02, Boi03, Ler03] .
Finally, let us recall the definition of the set of immediate predecessors.
Definition 7. Let S be a counters system. The set Pre S (X) of immediate predecessors of a set X is defined by Pre S (X) = a∈Σ f −1 a (X).
Structure of the minimal NDD A(Pre ≤k S (X))
In [FL04] , we have proved that for any counters system S, we can effectively computes in polynomial time a NDD that represents Pre S (X) from any NDD that represents X. This result provides an exponential time algorithm for computing the minimal NDD A(Pre ≤k S (X)) in function of k. In fact, assume that each step of the computation multiplies the number of states of the NDD just by 2, then after k steps, the number of states of the NDD is multiplied by 2 k . However, in practice, such an exponential blow up does not appear.
To explain this experimental result, we are going to study the structure of the minimal NDD A(Pre ≤k S (X)) in function of k ≥ 0. We prove an unexpected result : the NDD has a "BDD-like" structure and its number of states is polynomial in k for any counter systems S with a finite monoïd and for any set X NDD-definable.
We first prove a technical lemma.
Lemma 2. Let X ⊆ N m be a NDD-definable set, M ∈ M(Z) and α ∈ Q + . There exists a finite class C X,M,α such that for any v ∈ Z m and for any w ∈ Σ * r m , we have:
Proof. Let v ∈ Z m and w ∈ Σ * r m such that ||v|| ∞ ≤ α.r |w| . We have:
From the equality X = w0∈Σ |w| r m γ w0 (γ −1 w0 (X)), we deduce:
In fact, in this case, there exists
Moreover, we have the following inequality:
Now, just remark that the following finite class C X,M,α satisfies the lemma:
Theorem 2. Let S be a counters system with a finite monoïd and X be a NDDdefinable set. There exists a finite class C S,X of subsets of N m such that for any w ∈ Σ * r m and for any L ⊆ Σ ≤r |w| , we have:
. . a n be a word of n ≥ 1 actions in Σ and w ∈ Σ * r m be a word of vector digits such that |σ| ≤ r |w| . The sequence of prefixes (σ i ) 0≤i≤n of σ is defined by σ i = a 1 . . . a i . The set I(M, a, σ) = {i ∈ {1, . . . , n}; (M σi , v σi ) = (M, v)} where (M, a) ∈ M S × Σ is useful to compute the set γ −1
σ (X)) as it is shown by the following equality:
Let C X,M,α and C Da,M,α be some finite classes satisfying lemma 2 for any (M, a)
Now, let C S,X be the set of all finite unions of elements in C 0 S,X . From the equality γ −1
We can deduce many interesting results from the previous theorem. The first unexpected one is about the asymptotic number of states of the minimal NDD A(Pre ≤k S (X)) in function of k. Corollary 1. Let S be a counters system with a finite monoïd and X be a NDDdefinable set. There exists a constant c S,X such that the number of states of the minimal NDD that represents Pre
Proof. Let C S,X be a class of finite subsets of N m satisfying theorem 2 and let
σ (X), we deduce that for any w ∈ Σ * r m such that k ≤ r |w| , we have γ −1 w (X k ) ∈ C S,X . From theorem 1 we deduce that the set of states Q(X k ) of the minimal NDD that represents X k satisfies Q(X k ) ⊆ C S,X ∪ {γ
The previous corollary proves an experimental result : the number of counters m is an exponential limitation for the effective computation of A(Pre ≤k S (X)) for large value of k. However, it explains why there is no exponential blow up in k. Now, let us study precisely the structure of A(Pre ≤k S (X)). Definition 8. A state q of a NDD A is said acyclic if the number of paths q 0 → q is finite.
Corollary 2. Let S be a counters system with a finite monoïd and let X be a NDD-definable set. The number of non acyclic states of the minimal NDD A(Pre ≤k S (X)) is bounded independently of k.
Proof. Let C S,X be a class of finite subsets of N m satisfying theorem 2 and let X k = Pre ≤k S (X). We are going to prove that for any non acyclic state q of A(X k ), we have q ∈ C S,X . As the number of paths q 0 → q is infinite, there exists a path q 0 σ − → q such that r |σ| ≥ k. In this case γ −1 σ (X k ) ∈ C S,X . From q = γ −1 σ (X k ), we deduce q ∈ C S,X . Therefore, the number of non acyclic states of A(X k ) is bounded by card(C S,X ).
⊓ ⊔ Remark 4. The cardinal of the set C S,X is used in the two corollaries. From the proof of lemma 2 and the proof of theorem 2, this cardinal can be easily bounded by an elementary function in the size of S, A(X) and in the size of the monoïd M S . From [MS77] , we deduce that M S has a size elementary in the size of S when matrices M a are in M m (N). Therefore, in this case, the cardinal of C S,X is elementary in the size of S and A(X). When matrices M a are in M m (Z), the elementary size of the monoïd is an open problem to the best of our knowledge.
We can easily extend the previous corollary in order to show that the structure of the minimal NDD that represents Pre ≤k S (X) corresponds to a BDD [Bry92] "concatenated" with a NDD that does not depends on k. This final result shows a new way for implementing a NDD library using all the BDD techniques for speeding-up the computation like cache-computation, minimization in linear time and strong canonical form, well-known in the field of BDD. Our symbolic model-checker Fast [Fas], will be available with this new library as soon as possible.
